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The paper identifies the class of stationary processes on an interval which share a given stationary 
Gaussian process as kth derivative. The membership requirement involves the norm in the 
reproducing kernel space associated with the process sought as derivative. Some explicit results 
are obtained when working with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck and the linear kernels. These latter facts 
are useful in an adaptive Bayesian modelling of computer experiments; some remarks are given 
about this type of analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
The question which prompted this work arose in an investigation dealing with the 
Bayesian modelling of computer experiments (Currin, Mitchell, Morris and 
Ylvisaker, 1988). It is this: What is the class of stationary Gaussian processes on 
the unit interval which admit an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck as a derivative process? In 
the modelling context, interest derived from a proposed adaptive procedure which 
would periodically search this class for an appropriate version. 
Here is one form of the answer. Let LY be the correlation between X0 and X,, p 
be the correlation between X& and Xi , where X is a suitably smooth process on 
T = [0, 11. Then one can choose X to be stationary Gaussian with Corr(Xb, Xi) = 
e (Inp)’ = p’, 0 < p < I, if and only if (Y 2 -1 + 2( 1 - p)/( -In p). The correlation of X 
is given at (2.6) in an alternate parametrization. The upper boundary of the admissible 
region in the (a, j3) plane consists of a convex curve passing through (-l,O), (1,1) 
and, for example, (0,0.207). (See Fig. 1.) 
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Repeating the same question, but with correlations decreasing linearly with 
distance, ask if there exists a stationary X on T such that X’ is stationary with 
Corr(Xb, Xi) = 1 - (1 - P)t. With a defined as above, a precise condition for 
existence is that (Y ~(5p’+8/3 -1)/(/32+4p+7). (See Fig. 2.) In this case, the 
correlation of X is a cubic polynomial of form (2.7). There is a sense in which these 
cubic correlations can be viewed as smoothed Ornstein-Uhlenbeck correlations as 
p + 0, see Section 3 about this. 
In fact, one can give the formal condition for the existence of stationary processes 
which have as kth derivative a specified process. The theorem to this effect is stated 
in Section 2 and the results already mentioned will then be seen to obtain. For the 
processes mentioned above, the case k = 2 is detailed as well. Remarks are added 
about higher values of k and about the qualitative nature of the general result. 
Discussion of the Bayesian role of these processes is found in Section 3, and the 
proof of the theorem is given in Section 4. 
2. The theorem 
In order to state the result in an appropriate way it is first necessary to introduce 
some notation. As this is done let us agree that each process brought forward has 
nonsingular finite-dimensional distributions, to simplify the ensuing proof. Other 
cases can be easily dealt with separately. 
Let Y be a given centered stationary Gaussian process on the unit interval T, 
with continuous covariance p. Our convention is to define p(t) = Cov( Y,, Y,), thus 
Cov( Y,, Y,) = p(lt - ~1). We seek a stationary Gaussian process X whose kth (quad- 
ratic mean) derivative Xck’ exists and is the same as Y. The theorem states that for 
any set of k positive constants (A,, A,, . . . , Ak_,) there is a matrix W, = 
Wp(Ao,. . . , Ak_,), derivable from p, such that X exists with Var(X’k-‘m”) = A,, 
i=O,l,..., k - 1, if and only if W, is nonnegative definite. 
Construction of W, proceeds as follows. Given positive constants, A”, A,, 
. . . 9 Ak_, , define successively 
pi+,(t)=Ai- ’ JJ ’ p,(u)duds, i=O,l,..., k-l, (2.1) 0 0 
where p. = p. If X exists, its covariance must be Pk with Var(X’kmi-“) = Ai. To see 
this, suppose the covariance of X is 0; say. One computes the covariance of X’ to 
be -(T” and notes that o’(0) = 0. Then induction completes the argument. From 
(2.1), pk has at least 2k derivatives, so let M, = M,(A,, . . . , Ak_,) be the k x k matrix 
with (i,j)th entry 
(M,)~ = (-l)i-~p~+j-2)(o), (2.2) 
(M, is symmetric, since MQ is 0 if i+j is odd; take derivatives at (2.1).) Let H, be 
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the reproducing kernel Hilbert space associated with the covariance kernel R( s, t) = 
p(ls- tl) and denote the inner product in H, by ( ,)P. Finally, let Q, = 
Q,(A,, . . . , Ak_,) be the k x k matrix with (i, j)th entry 
(Q,), =((-l)im’p;+h-‘), (-l)J~lpj(+k-l)),, (2.3) 
if both pt+kp’) and p(ki+kp’) are in HP ; (QP)(, = +CO otherwise. Take W, = M,, - Q,,. 
Theorem 1. There exists a stationary X with Xtk’ = Y and with Var(X’kP’P”) = Ai, 
i=O,l,..., k - 1, if and only if W,,(A,, A,, . . . , Akpl) is nonnegative definite. 
In fact, w, is Cov(X,, Xi,“, . . . , Xbkm’)lXlk), all t E T); see the proof of the 
theorem (Section 4). 
For one to obtain explicit conditions from the theorem, it is necessary to evaluate 
norms and inner products in H,,. This is possible when H, comes from the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck or the linear kernel, due especially to their Markov natures. Thus for 
p(t)=e-“‘, 8>0, 
llfll’, =fm)+f'(ol+~ f +g *j”’ * l I,’ Lf’lZ (2.4) 
for absolutely continuous f with square integrable derivative. On the other hand, 
if p(t)=l-At, A<2, then 
,lf,,’ = (f(o)+f(l))’ 
P 2(2-A) 
+A ‘.f’! 
I 0 
(2.5) 
Aside from these (stationary) cases one cannot expect much that is exact. We turn 
to an exploitation of (2.4) and (2.5). Throughout the following discussion we make 
the normalization Var(X) = 1 if X exists, Ak-’ = 1, as our principal concern is with 
correlation functions. First, to the questions posed in Section 1. 
Start with p(t) = A0* e-“’ and A0 = 1 to produce 
p,(t)=l-A(ee”+Bt-1). (2.6) 
Then 
and 
1M = p?‘(O) = 1 
Q=(P:,P:)~,=~I~;II:=I~-AB(~-~-~‘)~~~=~~~, 
where we use the fact that the squared norm llflj: of a function f in H,, is A-‘IT* 
times the squared norm given by (2.4). The condition of the theorem becomes la iA& 
Corollary 1. pl at (2.6) is a covariance function on [0, l] if and only ifA0S2. 0 
In an alternative parametrization (Y = pl( 1) = 1 - A (e-” + 0 - 1) is the correlation 
between X0 and Xl while p = p$*‘(l)/p~‘(O) = e-’ is the correlation between Xb 
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Fig. 1. Parameter region for the once-smoothed exponential correlation (Corollary 1). Note: The 
admissible region of values for (Y and p lies above the curve (p > 0). 
and Xi. The condition A0 s 2 then translates to (Y 3 -1 + 2(1 -P)/(-In p). This 
region is exhibited in Fig. 1. 
If one begins with p(t) = a(1 - (b/a)t) and A, = 1 then p1 has the form 
p,(t) = 1 -$zt’+;bt3. (2.7) 
Now the condition of the theorem becomes lIpi 11 z c 1, which is the same as 11~: 11’~ a 
where the last norm is given at (2.5) with h = b/a. This leads to: 
Corollary2. p, at (2.7) isa covariancefunction on [0, 11 ifandonlyifb2-6ub+ 12~~~ 
24b. 0 
Going on to CY = 1 -$a +ib and /3 = 1 - b/a leads, after some algebra, to the 
condition (Y 2 (5p2+8p - 1)/(/3*+4P +7). Fig. 2 shows this region. 
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Fig. 2. Parameter region for the once-smoothed linear correlation (Corollary 2). Note: The admissible 
region of values for u and /3 lies above the curve. 
For a second smoothing of the Omstein-Uhlenbeck process take p(t) = Ao4 e-~“, 
A,=a2 and A,=1 to find 
~2(t)=1-~cr2t2+A(e-“‘+~03t3-f02f2+Bt-1). (2.8) 
Here Ilfll~ = Ilfll’l Ae” when the last norm is given at (2.4). Thus, the condition of 
the theorem becomes 
A@(; 3 - ( _~;2Y,J&, -‘$$))) 
non-negative definite. This can be brought to two principal determinant conditions. 
Corollary 3. p2 at (2.8) is a covariance on [0, l] if and only if 
(i) he3 s 2g2 (Ae4g2 2 IIp:“lj’), 
(ii) Aed- (f14+$ev4 -~Ae4~*+~A2e’)-~Ae4((T2-~Ae3)~o. 0 
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Fig. 3. Parameter region for the twice-smoothed exponential correlation (Corollary 3). Note: For each 
value of 7: the admissible region of values for cy and /3 lies above the associated curve. 
One can see simple instances where Corollary 3 applies: take 2u2 = A03 to satisfy 
(i), then (ii) holds if A is small enough. If y denotes the correlation between Xr’ 
and Xt2’, one can inspect admissible regions for (a, /I) with y =e-@ fixed, see 
Fig. 3. 
Finally here is the quintic case. Let p(t) = b - ct, A, = a and A, = 1 to find 
p2(r) = 1 -$zt2+~bt4-~ct5. (2.9) 
Since p(t) = b(l - (c/b)t), compare bM with Q computed through (2.5) with A = 
c/b. This comparison is greatly facilitated by observing that (py’, py’) = 
-$(ab - IIpp’II’). 
Corollary 4. p2 at (2.9) is a covariance on [0, l] if and only if 
(i) c2-6bc+ 12b2<24ac, 
(ii) 2880bc-1440c2-2880a2c+60b2c-12bc2+c3-120ac2+720abc-120b3~0. 
0 
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One thing which can be seen in the foregoing is that (i) is homogeneous while 
(ii) is not. Hence, if a = wa’, b = wb’ and c = WC’ so that inequality holds at (i) as 
it does for a’ sufficiently large, then the 0(w2) term in (ii) is positive (c <2b), and 
(ii) follows if w is small enough. That is, the region of admissible (a, b, c) given 
through Corollary 4 is nonempty. Fig. 4 gives more concrete evidence of this in 
terms of (Y = 1 -$a +&b -AC, /3 = 1 -ib/a +:~/a and y = 1 - c/b, the correlation 
between Xr’ and X’,2’. 
In fact, the argument for feasibility just given can be made to work for any k and 
any 0 < A < 2. Thus, there is a stationary process X with a polynomial covariance 
of degree 2k+ 1 so that X (I) = Y on [0, 11, with the covariance of Y being p(t) = 
1 -At. On the other hand we have not found a simple argument to show that 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes are the kth derivatives of stationary processes on 
[0, l] for all k. 
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Fig. 4. Parameter region for the twice-smoothed linear correlation (Corollary 4). Note: For each value 
of y, the admissible region of values for (Y and p lies above the associated curve. 
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Remark 1. Our interest has been largely directed at obtaining the explicit conditions 
of Corollaries 1-4 for the covariances we have found useful. Further examples are 
not qualitatively hard to consider and a referee suggests that band-limited processes 
and processes with rational spectral density are good candidates for study. 
Remark 2. There are stationary Y for which the condition of the theorem does not 
hold, even for a single smoothing, since it turns out that pi is not in H,,. An example 
of this is the Gaussian correlation function p(t) = ee”“, and we sketch the argument 
for it. If R is taken to be the stationary covariance of two variables write 
From this decomposition it follows that {em‘2’2s”/&8, n 3 0) is a complete orthonor- 
ma1 family in H,]. Then if --p;(s) = si e~x*‘2 dx is to be in H, it must be that 
where 1 II ! a: < CO. The a, can be identified through the equating of power series 
coefficients; they are zero for 11 even with 
a 
Integrating 1: (1 -x2)” dx, first by binary expansion and second by trigonometric 
substitution, followed by integration by parts, produces the identity 
Thus, 22”m!2/(2m+1)! should be summable in m, but is O(m-I”). We have not 
explored the extent to which this particular phenomenon occurs. 
Remark 3. Clearly the unit interval does not play a distinguished role in these 
matters. Should one take the problem to be that of extending a valid covariance on 
[0, l] to a larger interval, observe that a covariance function r is valid on [0, l] if 
and only if ri is valid on [0, c-i] where r,(d) = r(&f). As an example, take r to be 
given by (2.6) with A0~2. Then r extends to [0, 01, D> 1, if AO<2/D. In fact, 
there are stationary processes which serve as derivatives of stationary processes over 
the whole line. A simple example looks like X, = 2, cos t +Z2 sin f, Z, and Z, 
independent standard normal. More generally one requires X to have a (symmetric) 
spectral distribution F so that j A -’ dF(h) < ~0, and then the process sought has 
spectral distribution G with dG proportional to K2 dF(h). 
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3. Smoothed processes as priors 
Bayesian analysis with a prior placed on the space of continuous functions is an 
increasingly commonplace activity; see the references at the end of this article along 
with the references they contain, for example. The intent here has been to enlarge 
the class of manageable models. The smoothing introduced does work against the 
Markov property of the original processes, but numerical computations are not 
seriously hampered. 
Should one accept the distribution of (a Gaussian) X as given through (2.6) or 
(2.7), mass is concentrated on functions which are exactly once differentiable. If 
one begins with (2.8) or (2.9), functions with precisely two continuous derivatives 
are assigned probability one. Stationarity is desirable in the Bayesian modelling 
context as a way of expressing a form of prior exchangeability: the prior distribution 
of the response X, is the same for all t, and the prior distribution of the difference 
X, - X,, depends only on 1 t - ~1. 
A useful feature of the Gaussian process approach is the simplicity of Bayesian 
interpolation following observation of X on a finite set S, it is a linear combination 
of the covariance kernel sections that are indexed by S. Thus if the covariance is 
obtained from (2.7), Bayesian interpolations are cubic splines, i.e., piecewise cubits 
with two smooth derivatives. It has been known for a long time that cubic spline 
fits arise from integrated Brownian motion priors so the novelty here is in the 
stationarity. These remarks extend to higher odd order splines, but it can be shown 
that even order splines do not arise as Bayesian interpolants in a nondegenerate 
way, stationary or not. 
Now return briefly to the covariances which stem from (2.6). For t > 0, p, satisfies 
the equation pi4) = 0*py’. Hence if S is a finite set in [0, 11, the Bayesian interpolation 
X to X,, s E S, satisfies g(4) = 0’2 (*I between points of S. Since cubic splines are 
piecewise solutions to f’“‘= 0, this is a sense in which one can view (2.7) as a 
limiting version of (2.6) as O -+ 0 (p + 1). 
4. Proof of the theorem 
Necessity. Suppose the X we seek exists. Denote its covariance function by r = pk. 
Then one finds that 
EX’,‘)X;jI = (_l)ly(i+i) (t-s)=(-l)‘p:+j)(t-s), set, (4.1) 
for Osi,jsk. 
Consider the (n + k) x (n + k) covariance matrix of (Xi:‘, . . . , X:fy’, X,, 
xb”, . . . ) X:“P”) where T,, is a set of points t,, 0~ t, < . . . < t, G 1. Partition this 
matrix as 
R, V, 
( ) V:, M ’ 
where the (i, j)th element of R, is 
(Wj=~X:,k’X:;‘= p(lt,-t,l), (4.2) 
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the (i,j)th element of V,, is 
( v~)~ = EX’k’Xgp” = (_l)P’,.(/+k-‘1 
‘8 Cti), (4.3) 
and M is given at (2.2). It follows that M - VLR,‘V,, is nonnegative definite (R, 
has been assumed nonsingular). Now VL R,' V,, is the covariance matrix of the 
variables E(X~-“]Xjk’, t E T,,), j = 1,2,. . . , k. Allow T, to grow dense in T and 
observe that ViR,’ V, + Q, the covariance matrix of the variables E(Xb’-“jXjk’, t E 
T), j = 1,2, . . . , k. This proves necessity. 
Suflciency. Given Y, let $ be the isomorphism between L2[ Y,, t E T] and H, 
specified by 
+-‘y,= R(., t), tE 7-I 
Take ~(-~)i~‘p(‘+~~‘~ 
k =[,, i=l,..., k. From the reproducing property in HP and 
from (2.3), one finds 
~5.y =(_l)I-'p(l+k-') 
I f k (t)=(-l)i%(‘+kP”(t), tE T, Cov .$= Q. 
Adjoin an independent vector n with Cov r] = M - Q to L,[ Y,, t E T] so that Z = 
t+ n has Cov Z = M. We are now ready to construct X. 
Consider first the process u&’ defined by 
( u,_,), = z, + 
I 
I 
y, ds. (4.4) 
0 
Then successively set 
(Ui_‘)‘=Zi+ ‘(Ui)sds, 
I 
i=k-l,...,l, (4.5) 
0 
and take U, as X, so (4.4) and (4.5) become 
I 
’ Xji-I)= X;-I)+ Xb”ds, i= k,. . . , 1. 
0 
It remains only to be seen that X is stationary for clearly Xck’ = Y. Assume 
inductively that X(it” is stationary. Then Xl” -X$’ = ji Xii+‘) ds is distributed as 
xl’;, -x$ = JZ” xji+*) ds. 
E_Y$)’ = EXb”‘+ 2 
Moreover, 
EXb’)Xl’+‘) ds + 2 EX(‘+” c X2+‘) du ds 
= EX”‘*+2 
0 
+2 
and the theorem is proved. 
I ’ (_l)ir(2i+*)(S) & 0
r(2i+“(o) _ r(2i+‘)(s)] ds 
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